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•

Biography—Roy Sterritt is a member of Faculty in Computing and Engineering at Ulster University. He spent several years in industry with IBM, first at their UK
headquarters in Portsmouth, and then at the IBM Hursley Labs in Winchester. Initially he was a Software Developer in their KBS department but then became a
Product Development Manager with responsibility for tools to support risk assessment and project management in personal and mobile environments which were
used widely in the UK and US. Roy’s academic research career began in 1996 when he was appointed to the first of a series of joint University of Ulster and Nortel
research projects investigating parallel, automated and intelligent approaches to the development and testing of fault management telecommunications systems.

•

Roy’s main focus of research is Systems and Software Engineering of Autonomic (Self-Managing Computer-Based) Systems, essentially a research area developed
from a call from industry to deal with the complexity and total cost of ownership of our systems of systems (IBM 2001). To date he has 200+ publications in the field
including research collaborations with NASA, IBM TJ Watson Center, BT, SAP, HP and Core Systems as well as many academic partners. The research with NASA also led
to 16 US patents. He was the founding chair of the IEEE Task Force and subsequently Technical Committee on Autonomous & Autonomic Systems and elected chair
of IEEE Technical Committee on Engineering of Computer-Based Systems. He has held many other IEEE roles such as; IEEE CS Publications board member, chair of the
Conference Publications Operations Committee (CPOC); served on the IEEE CS Technical & Conferences Activities Board (T&C Excom and Opcom) and chaired the
Conference Advisory Committee (CAC). He has been appointed to the many editorial boards including the NASA Journal on Innovations in Systems and Software
Engineering, ACM Transactions on Autonomous and Adaptive Systems (TAAS), AIAA Journal of Aerospace Computing, Information, and Communication, Journal of
Autonomic and Trusted Computing, and Multiagent and Grid Systems - An International Journal; and served on steering and/or program committees of the majority of
the conferences in his field at some stage during the last 20 years.

•

This extensive research community activity and NASA collaboration during the noughties led to the common query from colleagues and management “are you ever at
home?”. As such Roy scaled back his international activity during the tens and took on institutional roles such as; Placement Coordinator-looking after 400+ students
while seeking and on year-long industrial placement; Manager of CPPD (Continuous Personal and Professional Development) including developing outreach courses
and summer schools in both Computer Science and Space Science. Yet with 16 patents with NASA, Roy also took the opportunity to explore spinning out the
Autonomic Research as well as continuing that research, in particular through his PhD students.

Personal reflections on 20 Years of Autonomic Computing
Apologies for the personal reflections “ ” and “wordy” presentation that follow. With the changing
nature of the conference format due to COVID, I’ve attempted to put what I would have said face to face
against picture-oriented slides, into a stand-alone presentation as well as the rational being that by giving
some background on my small part and situation in the Autonomic Computing story it may give some
insight and lessons learnt.

*Please accept the intent is just to reflect and provide insight into history (his-story, her-story, their-story,
not always facts, personal reflections and the mind often revises, but not intending to be “alternativefacts”) and in no way intended as whistle blowing nor accusations against anyone or any organization; my
memories may not be fully accurate, nor my understanding correct at the time from the positions I held.

Jeff Kephart, IBM Research, did an excellent job covering the first
decade in his ICAC 2011 Keynote.

Jeff Kephart, “Autonomic Computing: The First Decade” ICAC 2011 Keynote June 15, 2011

The next few slides recap some of the points Kephart made concerning
Jeff Kephart, “Autonomic Computing: The First Decade” ICAC 2011 Keynote June 15, 2011
the Birth of AC…

P. Horn, "Autonomic computing: IBM perspective on the state of information technology", IBM (2001) Autonomic computing concepts. White Paper, IBM
IBM T.J. Watson Labs, NY, 15th October 2001. Presented at AGENDA 2001, Scotsdale,
AR. (originally available http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/), 2001
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Jeff Kephart, “Autonomic Computing: The First Decade” ICAC 2011 Keynote June 15, 2011

Personal reflections – setting the scene…
Assuming one skipped over the bio at the start, I had worked for IBM as a graduate in their UK HQ in
Portsmouth, then Hursley Labs at the end of what was a previous AI wave (early 1990s). So our KBS team
removed the Reasoning shell and coded it straight in C (for licensing reasons) – and as trends change so
did the name of the dept. and AI was gone for another decade! Anyhow that’s another story. I returned
to Ireland for family reasons and took up a series of research posts with Nortel and Ulster in parallel
programming (Transputers), and Intelligent fault management (A.I. never disappeared from Academia).
These projects that spanned 6 years convinced me that intelligent solutions that kept the human
extensively in the loop were not working, and that we needed much more co-design (Systems & Software
Engineers working together).
Anyhow as the Telcos struggled to change quick enough from traditional voice to data and the I.T. new
entrants succeeded in their market I saw the risk and left the research positions and took a tenured
academic role with Ulster. At the same time IBM launched their Autonomic Computing call to industry
and academia – and it made total sense to me in terms of what I had been doing with Nortel. And as a
new academic looking to distinguish himself from his mentoring Profs it was a case of the right time, right
place,…
Since the Nortel research allowed me to hit the ground running, that led to a couple of early Autonomic
publications (from a non-IBMer nor IBM sponsored researcher – important point for later) that hit those
2002 & 2003 stats in Kephart’s 1st decade keynote. The first was presented at the NASA Software
Engineering Workshop which sparked a decade+ collaboration bringing Autonomic Computing to NASA,
in particular Goddard. Right time, right place, luck…

Personal reflections – leading to TF/TC chair
In those early days pre-AC, I had published the Nortel research at IEEE Engineering of Computer-Based
Systems (ECBS), which happens to be a community of Systems & Software Engineers and I found it a ‘happy
research home’ and got more involved … the community also had a Technical Committee (TC-ECBS) within
IEEE Computer Society. For those unfamiliar with TCs (which I was at the time), IEEE (non-profit
organisation) had approx. 40 Societies – the Computer Society and Communication Society both making up
about ¼ each of all IEEE memberships and the cash cows that fund the majority of the deficit running
smaller societies – yet had the same voting rights as each of the other approx. 40 societies (important point
for later). Then within the Computer Society it was divided up into Technical Activities, Conferences (T&C
merged later), Standards, Publications, Professional/Educ. Activities, Member & Geographic Activities.
So, the Technical Activities (later Technical & Conference Activities) operated with approx. 40 Technical
Committees providing technical direction, oversight and sponsorship of the workshops, conferences,
symposiums in their respective field. Larger TCs may also have a Transactions but that fell under the
jurisdictions of the Publications board, and not all Trans had TCs!
Back on point, as I was growing my own Autonomic Computing research, I saw the benefit of holding an AC
workshop at ECBS in terms of being an Autonomic evangelist ‘every CBS needs autonomicity’ and also
growing the ECBS conference with new hot topics – so EASe was established (see later).
With the growing collaboration with NASA GSFC, EASe became heavily influenced with NASA research
which we brought to ECBS. What I hadn’t realised, was a founder of ECBS and past chair of TC-ECBS was in
the IEEE hierarchy – then the Chair of the Technical Activities Board – the ExCom & OpCom that
represented and oversaw all 40+ TCs. Prof. Stephanie White had spotted this growing new activity
cumulating in a talk where ECBS & EASe collocated with ICECCS (TC-CX) hosted by NASA GSFC in Maryland;
“Why computer-based systems should be autonomic” and approached me (as a non-IBMer, since seemed
to be important to avoid this IBM led initiative being perceived as IBM centric within the IEEE Computer
Society) to establish a Task Force (a precursor to a potential Technical Committee). Again, right time, right
place, luck…

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous & Autonomic systems
My own personal rise in autonomic research was only reflecting what was going on in the computing in
general. I don’t believe AC made the Gartner Hype Cycle (“hype curve”) – but it felt like it should have
done. The power of IBM, its research division director putting it out there as a call to industry and
academia to collaborate and turning many departments and staff to the cause, to cure the issue of ever
increasing complexity did cause a significant buzz in the industry. Much of this happening in the US with
offshoots around the world.
One of those offshoots was within the European Union a workshop on Future Internet Technologies (2003)
that was to assist in defining the next EU funding round was highly influenced. So much so that the funding
call became “Situated and Autonomic Communications” marking the high number of comms companies
throughout the EU and obviously the AComp vision.
Now, consider IEEE is an international organisation (even if often
perceived as USA centric), it represents it members throughout the
industry who work for all sorts of employers, so cannot be seen to
favour one… also internationally it wasn’t all about Computing, as
mentioned in the EU it was Comms, so discussions and advice when
establishing the proposal for the “TF on Autonomic Computing” it
became “Autonomous and Autonomic Systems”, to widen its reach
somewhat and not to be perceived as too IBM centric.
That also became an issue when selecting the steering committee
which may have had implications later for the success of the TC…

In 2005 IEEE established a Task Force (TF) on Autonomous &
Autonomic Systems
AAS was promoted to a Technical Committee (TC) in 2007,
by an unanimous decision by IEEE CS Excom & Opcom
(this was seen as a success as to become a TC the minimum is 2
years as a TF, and many TFs spend much longer in that status).
The TC was sunset in 2013 … a discussion on why may give some
hints as to why the AC research field/community isn’t bigger than
it is and indeed deserves to be…
TC AAS has sunset
– links only for
archival reasons

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous &
Autonomic systems
The steering committee was the most difficult task, and as we were starting small
as a Task Force (non-funded stage, where TF doesn’t see any of the sponsored
conferences revenues until at the TC stage – which is at a minimum two years
later) we kept it small – in hindsight perhaps too small.
There were so many ‘big’ names quickly established in the growing field from
IBM, but as previously highlighted there was a concern not to be perceived as
IBM centric, so we invited Profs. Hariri & Parashar academics with sponsored
research with IBM and co-founders of ICAC.
IBM had reached out to the community at large, so going beyond IBM was key to
AC success, both from IBM & the TF/TC perspective.

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous &
Autonomic systems
In 2005, we were running a (non-IEEE) workshop at
NASA GSFC on Radical Agent Concepts (WRAC) and
intentionally invited Jeff Kephart to be the keynote,
with the intention of inviting him to the steering
committee of TF-AAS.
Our paths had crossed previously in co-organising
the IJCAI’03 workshop and had met at Profs Hariri
& Parashar’ AMS’03 workshop (half of what became ICAC in 2004).
In the meantime I was advised to not follow
through with the invite as the TF would then
become too IBM centric.
The embarrassing side is it was obvious Jeff was expecting the invite – why we’d brought him to a small
workshop in Maryland. He was gracious when I explained the IBM centric concern...
If there was one thing I could change it is that moment – they say 2020 vision is hindsight!
With Jeff onboard, I’ve no doubt his growing influence in the AC community would have been enough to
anchor ICAC with IEEE and prevent it going to ACM, which became one of the death nails for the TC.
The “community” (in a broad sense) did find it challenging getting together which didn’t really happen till
ICAC successor merged/collocated with SASO post 2019 editions – but that’s jumping ahead too much.
Perhaps this was bound to happen with the field receiving so much hype in the first instance and its broad
research agenda appealing and being relevant to so many…

1st EASe (2004) in ECBS

2nd EASe (2005) in ECBS

The 1st EASe workshop was held at the 11th ECBS (Engineering of Computer-Based Systems – a
more modern term would be CPS!) in 2004 (after establishing it at ECBS 2003 following the ECBS paper
“Autonomic Computing-a Means of Achieving Dependability?”) as a strategy to bring in a new hot topic
which was very relevant to the IEEE ECBS Technical Committee (System & Software Engineers).
My personal plan for EASe was it would remain a supporting workshop at ECBS … but other things took
over. Once a TF then TC for AAS was established metrics become important, and EASe was needed as a
TC-AAS sponsored event. For its active (published proceedings) years it co-located with ECBS and often
1st EASe (2004)
ECBS early years it was often also run with the IEEE/NASA SMC-IT (Space Mission Challenges
ICECCS.
In inthose
for I.T.), which was held tri-annually then bi-annually, as this linked with some of my personal research
Autonomic Computing for Space, a collaboration with NASA GSFC.
EASe also found a role as the ‘concepts’ conference on AC, as often ICAC would mainly accept papers
with proven findings – and who would blame them with many IBMers with working systems keen to
publish in those early days. This role suited the research with NASA, especially on concept missions (30
years hence), sometimes described at that stage as more Science Fiction than Science…
With the sunsetting of the TC-AAS (TC-ECBS & TC-CX were also sunset) EASe became a workshop solely
at SMC-IT with the aim to keep Autonomic Computing on the agenda within Space Software research
(for instance EASe@SMCIT-2021 )
2nd EASe (2005) in ECBS

Obviously, there are other Autonomic Computing technical
meetings beyond those sponsored by IEEE or ACM, (for instance
I’d previously mentioned the NASA workshop WRAC which we’d
published through Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science
series).
One of the longest running since 2005 till this day,
(which happens to have a familiar and nice name ;)) is:
ICAS: International Conference on Autonomic and Autonomous
Systems
ICAS is currently on its 17th edition in 2021, an IARIA sponsored
conference.
In the early days, as with other IARIA conferences, the
proceedings were published through IEEE Computer Society’s CPS
(Conference Publication Services) – for instance 2005
For the Twenty-Tens, IARIA made the strategic decision to move
their publications from behind a paywall to free access.
So, the ICAS proceedings from 2011 are freely accessible at
ThinkMind. A very positive contribution to the community.

IARIA’s ADAPTIVE, International Conference on Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications
conference is also very relevant to the field, as well as its affiliated journal, the
International Journal on Advances in Intelligent Systems.

Both also free to access.

The new TF/TC not only took on sponsoring EASe but the prestigious conference
established by IBM researchers & IBM sponsored/collaborative researchers ICAC –
The International Conference on Autonomic Computing (ICAC).
As well as co-sponsoring with TC-CX, the NASA/IEEE International Conference on
Space Mission Challenges for Information Technology (SMC-IT).
It was also involved in sponsoring SelfMan (IEEE Int. Workshop on Self-Managed
Networks, Systems & Services) 2006 which was ¼ of what led to the establishing &
technical sponsorship of IEEE International Conferences on Self-Adaptive and SelfOrganizing Systems (SASO) (2007-2012); also, establishing & technically
sponsoring the IEEE International Symposium on Dependable, Autonomic and
Secure Computing (DASC).
The TF was approved by both TAB ExCom & OpCom in 2005, then with all the activity that had been
established, it was unanimously approved to become a TC in the minimum time specified at ExCom &
OpCom in 2007.
Ironically though, the establishment of DASC caused internal T&C (Technical Activities Board (TAB) merged
with Conferences Activity Board (CAB)) issues in 2008 as “Dependability” was seen as the remit of TC-FTC
whom complained to the board. TC-FTC were so incensed they changed their 20 year name from FTC to
TC on Dependability and Fault Tolerant Computing. Another death nail for TC-AAS.
I often viewed Autonomic Computing as horizontally going across many verticals – we needed expertise
from Systems Eng., Software Eng., AI, FTC, Parallel & Distributed Systems and more fields … perhaps this is
an indicator it isn’t a traditional field – this was expressed in TC-AAS’s defence to the T&C board.

The TF/TC also established a newsletter to help
promote the research community’s activities.
A part of that was also establishing Letters…

The newsletter became somewhat formulistic and repetitive (CFPs etc) but one of the best parts
in the early years was we’d paid for some “off the mark” cartoons that we’d found that had a tonguein-cheek loose connection with self* properties. We’d promised to commission some in the future
when a suitable occasion occurred … (screenshots from the bottom right hand corner in the newsletters)

10,000 + off the mark cartoons by Mark Parisi

Establishing AAS Letters…

The TF/TC AAS Letters was intended as the starting point on a traditional approval roadmap
seeking to establish an IEEE Transactions for Autonomous & Autonomic Systems... The first Letters were
based on Keynotes to the community.
Unfortunately with ACM having a quicker approval process and establishing TAAS (Transactions on
Autonomous and Adaptive Systems), and later our prestigious community conference (ICAC) moving to
ACM, knocked the wind out of those plans.
Does it make a difference that there aren’t IEEE Trans on Autonomic Systems?
Well ACM TAAS served as a home initially and had some of our key players from the AC community as
EIC (for instance Manish Parashar) and many on its Editorial Board (inc. myself), but in recent years the
AC aspect has essentially vanished in TAAS. Manish is currently EIC for IEEE Trans on Parallel Systems.
So have key initial researchers in AC returned to their core “subject” area?!
Having no Trans diminish AC as a subject field?
A Trans may encourage young researchers into the field?
Gives acknowledgement to the existence of a field, makes it easier to seek ad hoc research funding (as
opposed to it being seen as a trend that has now past)?
…

We also began “standards” activities back in 2007 as the ACF (Autonomic Communications
Forum), with the intent, when ready, of driving these standards through the TC into the IEEE
Standards Board… the 2009 crash put pay to this activity…

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous & Autonomic systems
As a conference organiser back then myself, I totally got the frustration with IEEE.
When organising a conference, you were an unpaid volunteer (not necessarily trained
in the ways of event organisation and its pitfalls) and if the local organiser or programme chair, it would be
substantial additional work on top of your paid role and duties for the year – with at least three months of
that year intensive work to run a successful conference.
IEEE CS didn’t make it easy, the approval process at that time, 20% risk margin on top of all income &
expenditure including sponsorships received and expected a 10% surplus on the conference. Often a
conference would be paying for IEEE CS publishing services (CPS) which was professional service with easy
integration into the digital library but expensive … especially when authors were formatting their
submissions themselves.
So from a volunteers perspective, when organising a “technical meeting” one felt one was paying IEEE for
the privilege several times over; the 20% & 10% on the TMRF budget often were the margins that would
bring a conference budget into a deficit, CPS costs were also within that budget – monies to IEEE. The
monies made from the publications (from the conference) being on the digital library aka subscriptions was
never taken into account on the Conference’s budget (often a particular bugbear amongst the conference
organisers), and so on.
So I personally understood when ICAC steering committee opted to try out ACM instead of IEEE after five
years with IEEE (2004-2008) but it harmed the larger community and the TC over time.
SASO did stay with IEEE, but the question to move to ACM did arise bi-annually if not annually at the
steering committee meetings at the annual conference and I found myself defending (what sometimes felt
like the indefensible) IEEE CS each time. Once the TC was established (recall TF’s didn’t receive funding)
and had a years incomes behind it, it was able to support SASO with some of its costs from TC budget.

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous & Autonomic systems
On the other hand, with that initial success with TF-AAS I found myself being
volunteered into ‘senior volunteer’ roles within IEEE CS so could also understand it
from the ‘other side’ – the situation and reasons for IEEE policies from the high costs of insurance, risk
mitigation and just running a large organisation. Those roles ranged from ExCom treasurer of TAB, and then
serving on the IEEE CS Technical & Conferences Activities Board (T&C Excom) for several years while
chairing the Conference Advisory Committee (CAC) and in parallel for 2009 on the IEEE CS Publications
board while chairing the Conference Publications Operations Committee (CPOC). I attempted to “fix” some
of the issues the conference organisers had by bringing CPOC from the Publications board to within the T&C
board and merge it with CAC, with the intention to enable monies made from the digital library on
conferences being attributed to those conferences' budgets … but the wider western economic bank crash
in 2009 put that on the back burner.
Recall IEEE CS was 1 of 40+ societies, IEEE “center” was setting such high returns for CS that CS was near
bankrupt. CS had to sell off its DC building asset to survive while it negotiated better terms with IEEE*.
This set T&C ExCom on a reduce and focus agenda for the next several years, so ironically from that role I
was part of the team that established the sunsetting process for TCs (which in 2013 sunset the three TCs I
was involved with TC-AAS, TC-ECBS & TC-CX). Recall T&C had around 40 TCs, just like IEEE and its societies,
some very successful money generators, others let's say, at the other end of the spectrum. So simply as a
matter of survival IEEE CS couldn’t continue to support all and needed to focus. It was a painful process
especially when some volunteers had put in decades for their TCs.
Back on point, when this process was enacted, TC-AAS wasn’t one of those highflyers' revenue wise.
Although IBM and others had been sponsoring conferences especially early on, this activity was not going
through the TF/TC, so was never on its books*. ICAC had recently left for ACM and I was probably pushing
things too far with seeking to align publications digital library revenue back to the TCs.
* This isn’t intended as whistle blowing, it may not be fully accurate just memories from a long time ago of my understanding from the positions I was in…

Personal reflections –
TF/TC on Autonomous & Autonomic systems
So, TC-AAS that had been the rising star of TAB/T&C in a few short years from its
establishment and 12 years into the Autonomic Computing initiative was sunset,
a process that hadn’t even been on the books when AAS was born. Again time, place, but now lack of luck…
There had been talk of me going forward for T&C chair (and thus a vice-chair of the Computer Society),
but I’d had enough – even though being involved in ExCom that established the metrics and I knew the
writing was on the wall for some time I still took it hard having TC-AAS, TC-ECBS & TC-CX sunset (btw I had
attempted several times to merge them years earlier but got pushback from the loyal members who
identified with those individual TCs – not everyone wants a big house and understandably sees the value in
their specialism). And after a wild ride for over a decade I ‘stayed home’ more and undertook internal
positions at my University back in Ireland.
I personally still believe TC-AAS could have contributed much more as a focal point for the Autonomic
Computing initiative, the big mistake at the beginning was worrying about perceived too much IBM
involvement, and as I’ve already stated Jeff Kephart may have been the anchor that kept ICAC within the TC
and a different future may have happened – but we’ll never know.
From 2013 onwards I was on the outside so don’t know the inside story; ICAC appeared to split in two back
in 2012/2013 with a new Cloud & AC conference running as a separate entity, initially with ACM for 1 year
then CAC came under IEEE in 2014, and ICAC returned to IEEE in 2015. The two merged again in 2018 as
ICCAC. Then by 2020 ICCAC & SASO merged to form the International Conference on Autonomic
Computing and Self-Organizing Systems – (ACSOS). The community got there, perhaps if the TC had
worked out differently it could have got there sooner.
Moving beyond “community” in the last 20 years and back to Kephart’s 1st Decade and “What have we
accomplished?” with reflections & comparisons into the 2nd Decade …

Using the same methodology as
Kephart in 2011,
Harzing’s Publish or Perish tool
w/queries on “Autonomic
Computing” now in 2021 to see
if any interesting patterns…
Jeff Kephart, “Autonomic Computing: The First Decade” ICAC 2011 Keynote June 15, 2011

In 2011 (above) 29 AC papers from 2002 were in the top 1000 cited;
a decade later only 13 remain…

and at least 4 of them were “news” articles announcing Autonomic Computing initiative. Note though the
search is no longer catching Patterson et.al.s’ ROC, or Bigus et.al.s’ ABLE toolkit which should be top in the
rankings even from 2011’s figures.

In 2011 (above left & right) 110 AC papers from 2003 were in the top 1000 cited;
a decade later only 56 remain… feels about right – twice the time half the figures …

Yet the definitive AC paper to cite, Kephart & Chess “The vision of autonomic computing” from 2003, is the top cited paper in the field by a
long shot. In 2011 it had 2596 citations – a decade on, in 2021 now 8103! A healthy indicator of three-times the growth in the field in the
2nd decade? Yet the next highest cited paper is from 2012 with 2369 maybe indicating growth not as positive as Kephart’s citations?

The number of papers
published from 2004
onwards grows
exponentially that
Kephart moves to
wordle charts to track
trends…
Early years were vision
papers and a lot of selfOptimisation with the
other elements of the
Self-CHOP not so well
covered (Configuration,
healing and protection)
as well as CHOP all
working together to
provide an Autonomic
System.

Jeff Kephart, “Autonomic Computing: The First Decade” ICAC 2011 Keynote June 15, 2011

Left: First decade of AC
papers ordered by 2021
citation figures (cites).
Note 699 of the top 1000
cited AC papers are from
the first decade…

Looking only at papers published in the 2nd decade 2012-2021 …

The 2nd highest cited paper in the field was published in 2012 “Addressing cloud computing security issues”
(2369 cites). The first three papers are all about the Autonomic Cloud, then Cheng & Garlan Stitch
language, two AC text books (2012 & 2011 (note the tool is incorrectly indicating 2018 for Parashar & Hairi’s
book – should be 2011)). Then lots more Autonomic Cloud papers … This reflects the major success AC has
had in the last decade – providing self-management for the Cloud.

This was predicted by Kephart in his 2011 keynote…
“Foresee convergence of autonomic computing, web services, grid interfaces”
So much so has AC as a field converged into Cloud computing where it made a
major impact during its second decade?

When you consider the 2012 hype curve for Cloud Computing, you can see why
Autonomic Computing has such an impact…

And 2020 refocus on Cloud Security … more contributions to be made.

Listings for 2001-2021 … by cites

Listings for 2001-2021 … by Rank

First decade (2011) vs Second decade (2021)…
- Ignore paper # as the tool only reports the top 1000
- Citations have grown from 29,999 to 51,531
– should we have expected doubling at least,
or 3x given Kephart’s trebling in the same period?
=> Sign of slow down?
- Cites/year constant though
- Cites/paper similar growth rate to citations 30 -> 52.5
- H-index grown slightly 75 -> 99
- AC field not grown as much as may have expected in second decade,
then again the hype (& funding) long gone …

Speaking of hype, the 4th wave of AI
has been on the Hype curve these
last few years …
Seeing real industrial application of
AI. AI has been highlighted as a
necessary contributor from the birth
of AC although the Engineering side
took off first … and ventures into AI
community via IJCAI in 2003 & 2005
didn’t have the AI researchers
rushing to join in …
But is now the time for properly
addressing the learning side of AC?

This renewed interest in AI offers the
potential for renewed interest in
Autonomic Computing beyond the
existing researchers.
Autonomicity can be presented as the
separation of concerns i.e. (self-)
management from that of the
task/mission in Autonomy. Both will
benefit from new developments and
funding in AI.

Concern about Trustworthy in Autonomous Systems (TAS) and Assured Autonomous Systems
is of current interest, as expressed by UKRI funding (for instance), and an argument can be
made that it can be (partially) achieved through Autonomic Computing.
And like the control loop in the MAPE we come full circle …
Autonomous & Autonomic Systems, if only we had a TC to push that agenda ;)…

Conclusion, Summary & Discussion
A fantastic amount has been achieved in the last 20 years within Autonomic Computing.
So much so we have focused on the community, committee and citations level and comparing
with Kephart’s 1st decade keynote in 2011, and not had time to consider the technical level, such
as has the original Self-CHOP & MAPE (MAPE-K) changed from the original vision &
blueprint?

An interesting adaption from the original blueprint MAPE (left) is work from Prof. Hariri’s team
in splitting the MAPE into separate M&A and P&E control loops (right), with the
acknowledgement that self-{Healing, Optimising, Protection} of the self-CHOP all require going
through the self-Configuration, while the Knowledge (self-awareness) aspect is in the analyzer
loop and “objectives” (policies?) being in the self-config loop.

Conclusion, Summary & Discussion
This presentation also focused on a personal reflection concerning the establishment, running and sunsetting
of the IEEE Technical Committee on Autonomous & Autonomic Systems – much of which has already been
concluded in that section.
A common reflective thought throughout has been “right time, right place, luck…” and I have absolutely no
illusions if any of these had been out of place it wouldn’t have happened (for me) and that one couldn’t plan
a career path like this (IEEE certainly don’t want every young academic seeking tenure attempting to set-up
at TC). But a generic lesson certainly is; do your research to the best of your ability and be open minded
and ready to jump when opportunities arise. And then enjoy the ride!
Do I believe the TC could still be in existence if someone else had been founding chair? – probably! I was
young(er) and naïve(r). That said, I may be being too self-critical, the financial crisis in 2009 was real and
the downsizing occurred (half the TCs at the time were sunset?!). TC-AAS would have needed to be more
established than 2 years realistically would have allowed. Then again, an IBMer as chair and the
sponsorship directly into the TC level and not at the conference level may have done the job; but the pattern
had already been set prior to the birth of TF/TC-AAS. In the end though I didn’t go seeking the role (I didn’t
imagine the potential existed) the chair of TAB spotted the opportunity, and the rest is history/his-story…
The excellent aspect going forward for the community in the next decade, is that the field’s two prestigious
technical meetings – ICAC & SASO – have merged…

Conclusion, Summary & Discussion
In 2010, as we approached a decade, we published an intentional follow
up to Kephart & Chess seminal article in Computer – with a lot less
impact! “Fulfilling the vision of Autonomic Computing”.
A key point made: “Over the years, the AI field has fallen victim to
unrealistic expectations, and we see similar warning signs in the
autonomic computing field. Yet from the beginning there has been a
successful focus on evolutionary research, tightly linked to applied
industrial problems. Additional funding and industrial collaboration are
crucial to future success, but something more is required: Researchers
must develop a long-range, overarching strategy to realize the vision
propounded by Kephart and Chess.”
“Yet in some ways that success is deceptive. Researchers have devised
innovative autonomic solutions to individual problems, but the larger,
more difficult task of combining more difficult task of combining these
point solutions into wider autonomous systems remains. More
consideration must be given to integrating solutions, and to choosing
solutions from the range of possibilities— to trustworthy and assured
autonomous and autonomic systems engineering, in other words.”

Much of this is still the case,
“Without the development of such an approach, we will simply
although great success has
rediscover the risks of feature interaction at a higher level, and in a way
occurred with Cloud
that is so dynamic as to be resistant to debugging and testing. We are
Computing & A.C.
confident, however, that the foundation exists to construct a systems
A.I. is now living up to
theory and practice from which we can engineer trustworthy autonomous
solutions for the next generation of enterprise and sensor systems.”
expectations…
The next decade should see that fulfilment of the Autonomic Computing Vision.

We can only achieve so much…

Roy Sterritt
@RoysterUlster
r.sterritt@ulster.ac.uk

Thank you.
Questions?
Comments?

